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Scope of this document:  The kinetic evaluation was based on the least squares evaluation of 36 TGA 
experiments by Evaluation 4.  The fit quality and the partial curves were shown only on six experiments in the 
paper due to space restrictions.  This Supporting information presents a whole version of Figure 3 displaying all 
the 36 experiments. 
Figure caption:  Results of Evaluation 8.  Notation:  experimental DTG curves normalized by the initial 
sample mass (gray —);  their calculated counterpart (black —); the simulated partial curves: -dmcell/dt (red —
); -dmother/dt (blue —);  -dmchar/dt (green —); -dmash/dt (purple —); the temperature programs of the modulated 
and CRR experiments (gray —).  In this representation the char formation rate (green line) appears below 0 
because mass loss rates (-dm/dt) are plotted.  
Textual information beneath the plots:  The first row below each figure contains the name of the sample 
and a brief description of the experimental conditions.  The date of the experiment is also shown in ISO 8601 
format.  The second row lists the fit quality for the given experiment: deviation (µg/s) and the deviation 
expressed as percent of the peak maxima (relative deviation, %).  The further rows display the parameters for 
the partial processes. 
The order of the plots (with the corresponding page numbers): 
10°C/min experiments in   5% O2  ..................................................................................... 2 
10°C/min experiments in 20% O2  ..................................................................................... 3 
Modulated experiments in   5% O2  ................................................................................... 4 
Modulated experiments in 20% O2  ................................................................................... 5 
Constant reaction rate (CRR) experiments in   5% O2  ............................................... 6 
Constant reaction rate (CRR) experiments in 20% O2  .............................................. 7 
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